Abatmct -We d e t e r m i n e the entropy rate of patterns of i.i.d. s t r i n g s and show that t h e y satisfy an asymptotic e q u i p a r t i t i o n property.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most universal-cumpressiijti applications involve sources, such as text, speech, or image, whose alphabets are very large, possibly even infinite. Yet as observed already by Davisson [l] , as the alphabet size increases to infinity, so does the redundancy, the number of bits over the entropy, required because the distribution is not known in advance. In analyzing this phenomenon, Kieffer [2] showed that even i.2.d. distributions over infinite alphabets entail an infinite per-symbol redundancy and established a necessary and sufficient condition for a collection of sources t o have a diminishing per-symbol redundancy.
Two approaches have addressed the large redundancy associated with large alphabets. One line of work (31- collections satisfying Kieffer's condition can be compressed with diminishing per-symbol redundancy using grammarbased codes.
A second direction [8, 81 sepdrates the description of strings over large alphabets into two parts: description of the symbols appearing in the string, and oftheir pattern, the order in which the symbols appear. For example, in text compression, this approach separates the description of the order of the words from the specification of each word's binary representation.
Results along this line show [IO, 111 that patterns ofstrings generated by i.i.d. distributions over any alphabet, even infinite or unknown, can be compressed with diminishing persymbol redundancy. These results have also been used [lZ] t o derive asymptotically-optimal solutions fur the Good-Turing probability estimation problem. Related average case results have subsequently been proven [13] .
It is therefore natural to consider the entropy of patterns, the number of bits needed t o compress them when the underlying distributivn is known. Shamir and Song [14] , bounded the entropy of patterns of i.i.d. sequences in terms of the source entropy and alphabet size.
In this paper we determine the entropy rete of patterns of z.z.d. distributions and show that they satisfy an asymptotic equipartition property.
In Section 111 we prove that for discrete distributions the entropy rate of patterns equals that of the distribution, and that for distributions with continuous probability q, defined in the next section, the entropy rate of patterns equals that of a modified distribution where the continuous probability is assigned to a new discrete element. One implication of these results is that for discrete distributions the conditional entropy rate of the sequence when its pattern is known is zero.
In Section rV we strengthen these results and show that patterns satisfy an asymptotic equipartition property. Namely, that for any source with pattern entropy rete H , as the blocklength n increases to infinity, random patterns have probahility close to 2-"H.
In this abstract we address only distributions with finite entropy. The corresponding infinite-entropy results will he proven in the complete version of the paper.
DEFINITIONS
Let Z = z ; = z1, ..., zn E A" be a sequence of elements.
T h e indez t(z) of z is one more than the number of distinct We let @" denote the collection of length-n patterns.
For example, V' = [l}, Qz = {11,12}, and q3 = A distribution can be d i s m t e , defined by a probability mass function, continuous, defined by a probability density function. or mized, consisting of discrete and continuous parts. We allow for all three types of distributions and let q denote t h e total continuous probability. For example, in the mixed distribution where the value a occurs with probability 113 and with the remaining 213 probability a random value in the interval [0,1] occurs, say uniformly, the continuous probability is q = 213.
Every distribution p induces a distribution over patterns where {ill, 112,121,122,123}.
is the probahility that a string generated according t o p has =p((aa,bb}) = a Z + E 2 ,
whereils the mixed distrihutinn descrihed above induces p ( l l ) = p ( { a a ) ) = 1 / 9 a n d p ( 1 2 ) = p ( { z y : z # y ) ) = 8 / ' 3 .
entmpg is
Wk denote a random n-symhoi pattern by . . ,Qn. Its and its entropy rate is the asymptotic per-symbol entropy 1 n-m n HP = lim -H (~I ,..., 'P"),
THE ENTROPY RATE OF PATTERNS
We determine the entropy rate of patterns of sequences generated by i.i.d. distributions. W e show that for discrete distributions it equals the entropy rate of the underlying distribution, and that for distributions with continuous probability q; it equals that of a modified distribution wherc the continuous probability is assigned to a new discrete element.
Discrete distributions
Lemma 1. For every discrete distribution p, lini HT = H .
7-0
Proof If the aiphabet A is finitel the resuit foilows easily.
When A = ( a~, a2,. . .} is countably infinite, a s u m e without loss of generality that p(ai) 2 p(az) 2 . . .. Let N(y) be the largest integer i such that p, > y, and let A, = (ai,az,. . . ,UN (-,)] be the set of all letters with probability > y.
all elements whose probability is > y, hence A , G A. Let U, be the event that X , is "new", namely pattern is determined by the sequence and can derive from at most IAl! sequences,
..., X,)-log(lAl!) 5 H(B1, ..., e,) 5 H ( X 1 , ..., X").
Hence
Lemma 2. For all discrete distributions p,
When the alphabet is infinite: more needs to be proven.
Ces,iro's mean theoreni states that if a sequence al,az,. ..
tends to a limit then b, 5' E:=, a, tends to the same limit.
Entropy rates are therefore often, e.g., [15] , evaluated via the conditional entropies: be the lowest entropy of sets whose missing mass is a t most y.
be the probability of elenients that do not appear in e. The following lemma shows that as the blocklength increases, with high probability, the missing mass decreases to 0.
L e m m a 3. For any discrete distribution with entropy H , for n > 1:
Mired distributions
We show that the entropy of pattcrns rate equals that of the underlying distribution where the continuous probability is assigned to a new discrete element. More precisely, let p bc a mixed distribution with continuous probability q. Define p' to be the discrete distribution obtained from p by omitting the continuous part. and adding B single discrete elenient of probahility q. We show that
where he the entropy of the distribution obtained by considering oniy the discrete probabilities in p , each normalized by 1 -q.
Let A(3) he the collection of discrete elements in the support of p that appear in the string Z = 2 1 , . . . ,zn, let Proof tropy. For finite entropy, The iemma holds for distributions with infinite enwhere E denotes expectation, and the inequality follows from the last lemma. The current lemma then follows from Markov's inequality.
0
We now prove that the pattern entropy rate is H .
T h e o r e m 4.
For all discrete distribiitiorrs,
Proof Since XI,. . . , X , determine * I , . . . , I , ,
We now prove that implying (2).
is the number of patterns with profile ij. Therefore
We use McDiarmid's bound t o show that log N(ij) concen-P ( . )
trates around its mean. 
IV. ASYMPTOTIC EQUIPARTITION PROPERTY
Shannon [17] showed that strings generated by a. For all a > 0,
Proof Let f(11,. . . ,xn) = logN(F). A change in zi can change log n vw! by a t most 2 log n, and log n p!w* by at most logn. The lemma follows by setting S = in Lemma 8.
0
We now show that with high probability, profile codelengths deviate from their expectation by at most roughly n l logn.
Lemma 10.

,io
For all CI > 0,
The proof uses profiles of patterns, which we define next.
Proof L~~ p(n) be the number of of length n patterns. We bound the expectation of profile codelengths as follows,
The multzplzczty of + E Zt in a pattern 5 is 
